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The Strategy in Summary.
The Mayo County Walking Strategy has been prepared by the Mayo Walking Partnership , a Sub
Committee of Mayo County Development Board. It promotes an interagency approach to the
Development of the County as Ireland’s Premier Walking Destination and the Walking Capital of
Ireland.
The strategy identifies three areas of strategic development and proposes related actions.

1.

Trail development
The Upgrading of existing linear walks, The development of new linear walks and the
development of localised loops.

2.

Product Development and Promotion

	Guidebooks, Marketing and promotion, Categorised walks,
Standardised Trail Furniture and Training and Education.

3.

Trail Maintenance
Trail Inspection and Trail Maintenance.

Structure
The strategy proposes the appointment of a Full Time Walking Development Officer by Mayo
County Council reporting to the Director of Community and Enterprise and working with an
Inter Agency Implementation Team on Trail Development (to be established) and the Mayo
County Development Board Walking Partnership.

Projected Implementation timeframe
1	An initial 3 year Implementation plan to be prepared by Community and Enterprise
including projected costs and identifying trails to be developed and upgraded.
(May 07)
2. 	Appointment of Full time Walking Development Officer on a three year contract.
(June 07)
3. 	Establishment of Interagency Implementation Team (May / June 07)
4.
Further development of policies, standards and ongoing initiatives by
Mayo Walking Partnership (ongoing)
5.
Walking Development Officer to identify and secure funding
for projects and communities in association with the Implementation Team in
order to commence delivery of 3 year implementation plan for 2007, 2008 and 2009.
(June 07).
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Introduction
Background
Following the adoption of a proposal by the Cultural, Education, Heritage and Corporate
Affairs Strategic Policy Committee of Mayo County Council, it was resolved by the Council
to eatablish a Walking Partnership (Appendix A) to “establish Mayo as the walking capital
of Ireland”. The Walking Partnership was setup by the County Development Board (CDB)
in November 2005. A ten person Working Group (Appendix B) of the Walking Partnership
was also set up, with representation from Leader Companies, the HSE, Meitheal Mhaigheo,
Mayo Sports Partnership, Civil Defence, County Community Forum, Ireland West Tourism,
Teagasc, and the VEC. Foremost amongst the objectives of the Walking Partnership and
Working Group was the development and publishing of a County Walking Strategy
and Action Plan to co-ordinate and drive the sustainable development and promotion
of walking in the county. This document represents the first formal steps towards
implementation of the objective.

Call for Submissions
Following the establishment of the County Walking Partnership and Working Group,
submissions were sought from the public as to the issues and challenges that the Working
Group needed to address. Public notices were placed in local press in December 2005
and 22 submissions were received both from individuals and organisations. All issues
raised are listed in Appendix C and are addressed throughout this strategy document. A
complete list of individuals and organisations that responded to the call for submissions
is also included in Appendix D.
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Policy Context
The Cultural, Education, Heritage and Corporate Affairs Strategic Policy Committee of Mayo County
Council recommended the establishment of a County Walking Partnership following a visit by
members and officials of Mayo County Council to the Lake District in England August 2005. Foremost
amongst the objectives of this Walking Partnership, established under the County Development
Board, was the development and publishing of a County Walking Strategy and Action Plan to coordinate and drive the sustainable development and promotion of walking in the county.
The drafting of a County Walking Strategy and Action Plan for County Mayo comes in the context of
many national developments in countryside recreation and walking such as the publication of both
a National Countryside Recreation Strategy, and an Irish Trails Strategy. It also comes on the back
of calls, regionally, for the development of walking at a local level, specifically so in the ‘Walking in
the West…a Step-by Step Guide’ document produced last year. Having already developed a Local
Walking Partnership (LWP), as that document advocates, this strategy and action plan is an attempt
to lay a framework for the development and promotion of walking in the county. Locally, Mayo
Sports Partnership is committed to “increasing the levels of sports participation in Mayo” (pp. 21) and
walking is seen as a means to achieving this objective. Amongst MSP strategic actions for 2006/07
is to “produce a walking strategy and facilitate communities in the development of walking at a local
level” (pp. 5).

Benefits of Walking
The benefits of walking, and its development within the county, are manifold. They are
discussed below under the three broad headings of economic benefits, health benefits, and
social, environmental and leisure benefits. Benefits include; benefits to individuals, benefits to
the county and benefits to communities.

Economic
There are significant economic incentives to encourage the development of walking in County
Mayo. The development of walking trails in the county has the potential to generate revenue
through both domestic trail use and through overseas walking tourism. A recent study
commissioned jointly by the Irish Sports Council (ISC) and Coillte revealed the true extent of the
economic value of trails and forest recreation. This comprehensive piece of research estimated
the total direct economic impact of trail usage by Irish residents alone at €307 million annually
and takes into account both expenditure on walking equipment and expenditure by trail users
on food, drink, accommodation etc.
Meanwhile, according to Fáilte Ireland statistics, over 250,000 overseas visitors participated in
hiking or hillwalking while in Ireland, spending an estimated €170 million in 2004. The same
statistics reveal that 45% of these visitors visited the Western region of Ireland and that 88%
of those that went hiking and/or hillwalking regarded the opportunity to take part in these
activities as important in their decision to come to Ireland for a holiday.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Comhairle Na Tuaithe. National Countryside Recreation Strategy 2006
Irish Trails Strategy, Irish Sports Council 2006
Walking in the West… a Step-by Step Guide 2005 – Western Development Commission / Tourism Programme / Leader Programme
Mayo Sports Partnership Strategic Plan 2006-2009
Mayo Sports Partnership Implementation Plan 2006-2007
The Economic Value of Trails & Forest Recreation in Ireland, Fitzpatrick Associates 2005
Fáilte Ireland. Hiking/Hillwalking 2004
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The development of new walking trails and the upgrade of existing trails in Mayo, accompanied
by an appropriate promotion and marketing strategy, will result in Mayo increasing its market
share of walking tourism in Ireland. Moves afoot nationally, such as Comhairle na Thuaithe’s
National Countryside Recreation Strategy, the impending Irish Sport Council’s Irish Trails
Strategy and a renewed impetus behind the promotion of Ireland as a walking destination by
Fáilte Ireland offer the prospect of increased walking tourism countrywide. The development
and marketing of Mayo’s walking product should see it take a sizeable portion of this increasing
national market. Coming, as it does, in a climate of dramatic change in the farming sector and
the ‘clear tendency for increasing numbers of farm families to choose to combine running a farming
enterprise with other occupations’ (pp. 22), the exploitation of Mayo’s potential as a walking
destination is critical in assuring a thriving tourism market with the associated seasonal spin-off
industry that this would create.

Health
The development and promotion of walking in Mayo will have the potential to significantly
benefit the health and wellbeing of local communities through the encouragement of physical
activity. The National Health and Lifestyle Surveys (SLAN) reveal that the number of individuals
meeting their recommended weekly physical activity levels has fallen between 1998 and
200210. The national health promotion strategy identifies that environmental conditions can
act to promote our health and well being through the provision of recreational facilities. The
provision of safe and accessible walking trails, accompanied with the effective promotion of
walking as an inexpensive form of physical activity, should therefore go some way to reversing
the trend towards a sedentary lifestyle and towards encouraging active living. The Irish Heart
Foundation’s Slí na Sláinte routes have already proved successful in this regard.

Social, Environmental & Leisure
‘Recreational trails provide a broad range of environmental, cultural and social benefits, which
collectively result in a higher quality of life, a healthier environment and more attractive communities
for people’11. They provide a means of social interaction and may prevent feelings of isolation,
which may occur particularly in rural areas and amongst the elderly. Walking trails may therefore
have a function in renewing traditional community values.
There are also significant environmental benefits to be gained from the development of walking
trails in County Mayo. Encouraging people in the county to take up walking as a healthy lifestyle
will result in many abandoning use of cars for short trips to work, school, etc. This would have
significant benefits to the environment in terms of reducing pollution caused by driving as well
as the health benefits associated with an active lifestyle. The development of walking trails may
also encourage a respect for nature and an interest in the heritage and history of the area.
Walking is an accessible form of outdoor recreation, which requires the purchase of minimal
equipment, compared to other outdoor recreational pursuits. The development of walking
trails will ensure that this accessible activity becomes available countywide, and will afford all
interested individuals the opportunity to partake in this low-cost leisure activity.

Fáilte Ireland. Strategic Development Plans for Ireland’s Walking Tourism Product 2003-2006
Report of the Agri Vision 2015 Committee 2004.
10
Results of National Health and Lifestyle Surveys SLÁN 2002
11
Irish Trails Strategy, Irish Sports Council 2006
8
9
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Mayo’s Advantages
Mayo’s largely unspoilt, clean countryside, varying landscapes, unique scenery and rich heritage
and folklore mark it as an ideal walking destination. It can offer most types of walks including
mountain and hill walks, coastal and island walks, and rural and urban walks. The variety of
walks on offer may combine to offer an unrivalled and unforgettable experience for walking
tourists. The implementation of this strategy and action plan will drive the development of
Mayo as a walking destination and may ultimately lead to it realising the obvious potential that
it possesses.

Partners
Local Supports
•
Mayo County Council
•
Mayo County Development Board
•
Mayo Walking Partnership & Working Group
•	Ireland West Tourism
•
Údarás na Gaeltachta & Gael Saoire
•
Mayo Sports Partnership
•	Leader Partnership Companies
•
Community Groups
•

Dept. of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs.

National Supports
•	Irish Sports Council/National Waymarked Ways Programme
•
Comhairle Na Tuaithe
•
Fáilte Ireland
•
Western Development Tourism Programme
•
Coillte
•	National Parks & Wildlife Service
•

p

Dept. Community Rural & Gaeltacht Affairs
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Challenges/Issues
There will undoubtedly be many challenges and issues to be overcome in the drive to establish
Mayo as the walking capital of Ireland. Although it would be impossible to predict every
challenge, it seems prudent that some of the more obvious ones be discussed presently, in order
that they do not act as “stumbling blocks” should they arise. The following nine challenges and
issues have been identified for discussion:

		

Challenges				

Issues

		Audit of Walks				Access
		
Development of Key Walks			Insurance
		
Co-Ordination				
Safety
		
Promotion and Marketing
		
Management & Maintenance
		
CompetitionParticipation of Communities
Buy in

Challenges
Audit of Walks
In order to “take stock” of the current status in relation to walking routes in the county, Mayo
Coumnty Development Board has engaged with local communities in completing an audit of
walks. A number of submissions have been received documenting both existing walks and
sites with potential for the development of walks. At this stage each of these walks have been
marked on a map of the county allowing easy identification of regions abundant in walks and,
importantly, those areas requiring walking development. It is envisaged that the completed
audit of walks be repeated and updated as new walks are developed. It will serve as a useful
resource and as a database of walks in the county (Appendix E)

Development of Key Walks – Mix of Geography and Terrain
The development of walks which traverse a variety of landscapes, including ; bog land,
mountainous regions, coastal plains etc. represents a significant challenge to the development
of walking in the county. Varying types of terrain present different challenges. For example
drainage may be an issue on walks crossing bog lands, whereas erosion may be the main concern
in upland areas. Issues such as these will be addressed as they arise during walks development
and ongoing maintenance by the CDB Walking Partnership.

Co-ordination
The task of coordinating the development, packaging, marketing and promotion of walking in
the county will represent a sizeable challenge for Mayo CBD. Therefore it is one of the principle
recommendations of this Strategy and Action Plan that a suitable candidate be employed as
county walking development officer on a full-time basis, as recommended by the Cultural,
Education, Heritage and Corporate Affairs Strategic Policy Committee of Mayo County Council.
It would be his/her role to co-ordinate and oversee all developments in relation to walking in the
county and the successful candidate would be employed within the Community and Enterprise
Section and would report to The Director of Community and Enterprise. The walking officer
would work in liaison and in co-operation with all agencies and communities involved in the
development of walking in the county.

Mayo Count y Walking Strategy & Strategic Ac tion Plan
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Promotion & Marketing
Similarly, if walking trails are to be utilised to their maximum potential and to the maximum
benefit to the county, their development must be accompanied by an effective promotion and
marketing strategy. The design of promotional brochures and leaflets, the publishing of trail
guidebooks and effective use of the internet as a marketing tool are discussed in detail under
the Product Development & Promotion section later in the document.

Management & Maintenance
Contingency will have to be made for the ongoing management and maintenance of both
newly developed trails and upgraded trails. Often the energy invested in the initial development
of a walking trail is lost and it falls into disrepair as time goes by. An annual inspection and
maintenance plan will be put in place to prevent this from occurring. The Trail Maintenance
section of this document explores options for trail inspection and maintenance further.

Competition
For Mayo to attract a significant percentage of the Irish walking tourism market it will be
necessary to beat off competition from other counties seeking to do similar. For example,
County Waterford is also committed to the development of their walking product and has the
advantage of having produced their strategic document “Step by Step”12, in 2005. Similarly, CorkKerry, Wicklow, and Donegal have already employed county walking officers offering a distinct
advantage to these counties. However, Mayo’s unique unspoilt landscape, spectacular scenery
and rich heritage, combined with the development and marketing drive outlined in this strategy
should provide it with a sustainable competitive advantage over these counties. This strategic
document and action plan is the first step towards the goal of making Mayo the “walking capital”
of Ireland.

Issues
Access
The issue of access to the Irish Countryside remains unresolved despite much national media
coverage of the problem. Landowners express fears about compensation claims and their
liability in the event of an accident on their property, as well as raising issues about damage to
their crops and livestock by reckless walkers. In response, the Irish Government has set up the
Irish Countryside Council – Comhairle Na Tuaithe – and included in its terms of reference, inter
alia, “to ensure that all means necessary are used to resolve conflicts that arise in relation to access
issues and responsible enjoyment of the countryside” (pp. 27). Comhairle Na Tuaithe has proposed
the following framework on the issue of access to the countryside.

Access to the countryside must be based on mutual respect and:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

12
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Acceptance of the rights of farmers and landowners over access to their land;
Acceptance of the need of recreational users to have reasonable access to the
countryside and uplands;
Acceptance of the aspirations of recreational users to lobby for legislative change;
Acknowledgement of the concerns of farmers and landowners in relation to insurance and liability;
Opposition to the use of any form of violent or threatening behaviour in relation to
conflicts over access
and where a conflict arises, rapid, positive efforts should be made to resolve it by
all parties involved;
Recognition of the value that recreational activity brings to the rural economy;
Acceptance that recreational users in the countryside must be responsible for their own safety.

Step by Step A Walking Strategy for County Waterford. Waterford County Council (2005)
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Although the access issue remains unresolved nationally, it should not effect trail development
locally in Mayo, which may proceed cautiously with appropriate consultation of landowners over
planned developments.

Insurance
At present, the owners and occupiers of private property crossed by an approved national
waymarked way must be indemnified against any negligence claims by a recreational walker for
accident, damage or injury sustained while walking on private property. This indemnity is primarily
provided through a policy administered by Irish Public Bodies Mutual Insurance Ltd. The validity
of the liability insurance through IPBMI is dependant on NWWAC/ISC being able to confirm that
the route is safe. As such all national waymarked ways are inspected annually and the responsible
authority/local management committees are expected to have a maintenance programme in
place for the walking route to ensure the route is maintained. The owner / occupier of any private
property is further protected in Irish law under the provisions of the Occupiers Liability Act 1995.
Under the Act, the duty of care to a recreational user is the same as to a trespasser. The owner or
occupier is required to refrain from intentionally injuring persons or damaging their property, or
acting “with reckless disregard” for their safety.
Most recreational trail developments in Ireland have depended on the permission and goodwill
of both public and private landowners to develop walking routes on, or through their property.
A permissive way is not a public right of way but a route that can be used by the public with
the permission of the landowner. The responsible authority or management committee normally
establishes public liability insurance where all landowners/occupiers are indemnified against
injury resulting from use of the walking route and a landowner may withdraw this permission
with reasonable notice.

Safety
Issues of walkers’ safety are of paramount concern. The development of off-road walks is therefore
preferable to on-road walks which have the added safety concern of traffic. Off-road walks are
not however without their safety concerns and education programmes for walkers engaging
in these walks are essential. Simple walking safety leaflets such as that produced jointly by the
Irish Sports Council (ISC) and the Mountaineering Council of Ireland (MCI)13 could go along way
towards informing walkers of the various necessary precautions and planning procedures prior to
undertaking a walk.

13

Walk Safely leaflet available to download at: http://www.mountaineering.ie/mci/safety/Walkers_Safety.final.pdf
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Strategy & Action Plan
The strategy and action plan for the development of walking in County Mayo has been divided
here into three strategic strands;
I.
II.
III.

Trail Development
Product Development & Promotion
Trail Maintenance

A series of planned actions under each strategic strand are outlined in this document. Where
possible, an agency or agencies responsible for delivery on each action is identified. Much of
the work involved in all three strands will require central co-ordination by the Mayo County
Development Board Walking Partnership. It is therefore recommended that, in line with
moves in other counties such as Cork-Kerry, Wicklow and Donegal, a suitable candidate be
employed as county walking development officer on a full-time basis, reporting to the Director
of Community and Enterprise Mayo Local Sports Partnership recommends the appointment
of sports development officers in their implementation plan 2006-07. While walking is not
necessarily a sport, as a recreational activity it has the potential to increase physical activity
levels in the community and Mayo Local Sports Partnership would be supportive of moves to
introduce a county walking officer. The role of the person appointed will be to co-ordinate the
delivery of the actions outlined in this strategy.

I

Trail Development
The Trail Development Strand focuses on both the upgrading of existing walking trails and the
provision of new walking trails. The upgrading of existing linear walks, the development of new
linear walks and the development of localised loop walks are the three key elements of this
strategy and are discussed presently.

Upgrading of Existing Linear Walks
Mayo’s three established linear walks, the Western Way, the Bangor Way, and the Foxford Way
remain of foremost importance in spearheading the drive to establish Mayo as the walking
capital of Ireland. It is thus of critical importance that these three trails are developed and
maintained to recognised best practice standards. The upgrading of these three trails, currently
in varying levels of disrepair, is therefore a major priority for the development of walking in
the county. The Mayo County Development Board will take responsibility for co-ordinating
the upgrading work required on these three walking trails. The nature of the upgrade work
will include the provision, where required, or the repair, of existing mapboards, waymarkers,
directional arrows, gates, stiles, and footbridges. Issues of erosion and drainage will also be
addressed. It is acknowledged that some of the work has been completed or is in the process
of being completed by the Rural Social Schemes operating within Leader Companies in the
County.

Development of New Linear Walks
Key to the establishment of Mayo as the walking capital of Ireland is the further development
of new linear walks. In particular, Mayo County Development Board is committed to the
development of the Tóchar Valley Way and the Achill Spur linear walk, which links off the Western
and Bangor Ways. Mayo County Development Board has already committed €20,000 to the
development of phase 1 of the Achill Spur linear walk (to Mulranny) which is now complete.
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Development of Localised Loops
In recognition of current walking trends, Mayo County Development Board is committed to the
development of walking routes catering for the needs of experienced and “occasional walkers”14.
In this regard, the development of localised loop walks of 1.5hrs to 4.5hrs in duration is a priority.
Mayo County Development Board will assist community groups and other agencies involved in
the development of localised loop walks, whether they be linked to the five existing linear walks
or “stand alone walks”. A formal structure covering the extent and nature of such assistance will
be developed. Groups involved in the development of localised loop walks will be expected to
develop those walks in line with the criteria laid out by Fáilte Ireland. Two local loops, the Clogher
Bog Loop and the Lettermaghera Loop have already received funding through phase one of the
Fáilte Ireland Looped Walk Initiative. It is also proposed that, under phase two of this initiative,
funding will be allocated towards the development of Achill Head Loops, Doonagh Loop, Deerpark
Loop, Aghagower and Carrafull Loop. The Fáilte Ireland Looped Walk Initiative represents an
excellent opportunity to acquire necessary funding to put towards the development of loop
walks. Should there be further phases of the Fáilte Ireland initiative Mayo County Development
Board will support and lobby for the inclusion of further walks in Mayo in the scheme.

Actions Arising from The Trail 		
Development Strand			

Responsible Agencies

i.	Upgrade Mayo’s three linear walks
Mayo County Council, County Development Board
·
Western Way			
Walking Partnership Working Group,
·
Bangor Way			National Parks & Wildlife Service,
·
Foxford Way			Leader Partnership Companies
ii.

Develop New Linear Walks
·	Achill Spur			
·	Tóchar Valley Way			
						
iii. Develop Localised Loops
	Either:				
·	Off the five linear walks		
	And/Or:				
·
“Stand alone walks”		

Mayo County Council, County Development
Board Walking Partnership Working Group,
Community Groups, Leader Partnership Companies
Community Groups, Leader Partnership
Companies, Mayo County Council, County 		
Development Board Walking Partnership 		
Working Group, Fáilte Ireland

Implementation.
In order to implement the Trail Development Strand the following actions are proposed;
1.	Appoint full time Walking Development Officer.
2.

Prepare a 3 year implementation plan 2007 – 2009 that identifies the work to be delivered
each year including the cost of projects, the potential funding sources and
the partnerships required.

3.	Establish an Inter-agency Implementation Team under the County Development Board to
deliver the various projects in association with the County Walking Officer.
The Occasional Walker; walks for more than 2hrs on average less than twice a month; has limited though variable fitness levels; has
limited navigation or emergency procedures skills; has limited knowledge of access issues and is unlikely to have done any research
on the walk prior to arrival – Definition from Fáilte Ireland’s Criteria for the Development of Loop Walks 2006.
14
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II

Product Development & Promotion
The product development and promotion strand focuses on the delivery of a world class
walking product. Quite distinct from the Trail Development Strand, this section is concerned
with the delivery of the additional services, information, structures and marketing required
to compliment the provision of the physical walking trail. Guidebooks, marketing and
promotion, the categorisation of walks, the standardisation of trail furniture15, and education
and training are key elements of developing the walking product.

Guidebooks
Key to the development of a marketable walking product for County Mayo is the development
and publication of quality guidebooks for the established walks in the county. Guidebooks
will include accurate maps of the route as well as information on the heritage, history and
flora and fauna that walkers encounter along the walk. Such guidebooks will increase both
the enjoyment and the quality of the walking experience on offer. Guidebooks, while acting
primarily as a guide to a particular walk, will also serve some purpose as a promotional tool.

Marketing & Promotion
For Mayo to become the walking capital of Ireland, the redevelopment of its walking trails must
be accompanied by a marketing and promotion plan, aimed at attracting both domestic and
foreign tourists. The publishing and dissemination of promotional brochures and leaflets is
pivotal in this regard. The design and publishing of a series of standard county-wide walking
leaflets, featuring all developed walks in the county is regarded as a priority area.
Developed walks should also feature prominently on existing websites involved both with
the promotion of Irish walking tourism and Irish tourism generally. Some such websites
include; www.ireland.ie, www.walkireland.ie, www.walking.ireland.ie. It will be necessary
to liaise with the operators of these websites to ensure that each developed walk in the
county is featured, particularly as new walks are developed. This strategy also proposes
the development of a Mayo Walks website and towards this objective the domain www.
mayowalks.ie has been reserved.
Since the Internet offers a relatively inexpensive means of advertising the county as a walking
destination to an international audience, the design and launch of a specific purpose website,
promoting walking in Mayo, is advocated. The Site would be developed by the Walking
officer in association with Failte Ireland / Ireland West., the Leader Partnership companies
and other relevant bodies on the Walking Partnership..
The marketing and promotion strategy will also endeavour to portray the development of
walking in Mayo as a resource to the local community. Locals will be encouraged take up
walking in the county, as they are the most likely “year-round users”. Publicity around the
objective of making Mayo Ireland’s walking capital will offer an ideal opportunity to promote
walking as a healthy activity for all. Health promotion agencies will be encouraged to use
the opportunity to run health promotion programmes emphasising the benefits of walking
as an accessible and inexpensive form of exercise.

Categorise Walks
In order that walking in the county be packaged and promoted effectively as a product each
developed walk will be categorised, not only according to it’s level of difficulty, but also with
respect to the nature of the walk and it’s accessibility. Walks may primarily be categorised
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according to the predominant theme or feature of the walk. For example, a walk might be
described as a Heritage; Nature; Mountain; Lake, Coastal, or Island walk.
A level of difficulty rating will also be assigned to each walk. This role is carried out nationally
by the Irish Sports Council which is charged with the annual inspection of Ireland’s National
Waymarked Ways. In order that newly developed walks in County Mayo be accepted into the
national network of Irish Waymarked Ways, they will have to satisfy criteria set down by ISC
and undergo inspection by Irish Sports Council accredited inspectors. Subject to favourable
outcomes of such inspections, our trails will become part of the national network and will
enjoy the benefits of annual inspections. They will also be graded based on their level of
difficulty by the Irish Sports Council. It will take time for each developed trail in the county
to be accepted into the national network and, in the interim, trails will be graded for difficulty
with guidance from local expertise. The Walking Partnership will set objectives ands targets for
the acceptance of trails nationally and these will be monitored by the Walking Officer.
Finally, walks will be graded in terms of their accessibility for different users. Potential walkers
must be made aware if walks are unsuitable for use by families or wheelchair users, etc. This
information will be included in guidebooks, promotional brochures and leaflets as well as on
relevant websites.

Standardised Trail Furniture
Standardised mapboards, waymarkers, directional arrows, gates, stiles footbridges and
other trail furniture will be provided on all walking routes in the county. A standardised and
uniform set of trail furniture will be agreed by the Walking Partnership and promoted by the
Walking Officer. This will portray an integrated and professionally developed walking product.
In agreeing standards, due recognition will be given to national standards and existing trail
furniture in the County.

Training & Education
The training of walking guides is regarded as important to the development and continued
growth of walking in the county. Mayo County Development Board recognises, and is grateful
for, the ongoing work of the Galway−Mayo Institute of Technology and Mayo VEC in this
regard. Galway−Mayo Institute of Technology offers an outdoor education course which
qualifies many students in Castlebar to Mountaineering Council of Ireland standards to lead
groups in hill and mountain walking. Mayo VEC offers the Fáilte Ireland approved Marine and
Countryside Management Certificate.
The challenge is to ensure that all qualified guides, who are interested in doing so, are actively
engaged in guiding walks. A programme of dialogue between GMIT, VEC and the Walking
Partnership Working Group will be initiated as part of this strategy.
Further to the training of walking guides for tourists, it is essential that local volunteers receive
training and education to become qualified as walking leaders within the community. Mayo
Sports Partnership has been active in this regard, particularly so through the “Mayo in Motion”
initiative they ran last year. The participation of locals is essential to ensure a sustainable
and year-round trail usage. The Mayo CDB Walking Partnership is committed to the ongoing
training and education of both guides for tourists and walking leaders within the local
community. The walking partnership through the walking officer will agree targets with the
training agencies in relation to training.

Mayo Count y Walking Strategy & Strategic Ac tion Plan
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Actions Arising from The Product Development
& Promotion Strand

Responsible Agencies

i.

Guidebooks

Mayo County Development Board Walking
Partnership Working Group,
Leader Partnership Companies

ii.

Marketing & Promotion

Ireland West Tourism, Fáilte Ireland,
www.ireland.ie,
www.walkireland.ie,
www.walking.ireland.ie
Health Promotion Agencies
Mayo County Development Board Walking
Partnership Working Group, Leader
Partnership Companies
www.mayowalks.ie

·

Brochures & Leaflets

·	Internet
·	Local Health Promotion
·

iii.

Design of Specific purpose website

Classification

Local walking enthusiasts,
ISC Trail Inspectors

·	Nature of walk
·

Difficulty of walk

·	Accessibility of walk

iv.

Signage/Furniture

v.

Education & Training

Mayo County Development Board Walking
Partnership Working Group,
Mayo County Council,
Fáilte Ireland, Leader Companies,
Leader Partnership Companies

·	Train walking guides to MCI standards
·	Ensure trained guides are active
·
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Provide Training/Education for
Walking Leaders in the Community

GMIT Castlebar, VEC,
Mayo County Development Board Walking
Partnership Working Group,
Mayo Local Sports Partnership,
Leader Partnership Companies
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III

Trail Maintenance
Trail Inspection
The Irish Sports Council is charged with the annual inspection of Irelands’ National Waymarked
Ways. It will be the objective of the strategy to have all developed walks in the county
recognised as part of the national network of Waymarked Ways, where they will enjoy the
benefit of annual inspection by the Irish Sports Council. It will take some time to reach this
stage and, in the interim, the onus will be on local community groups, in conjunction with
the Mayo County Council and Leader Partnership Companies, to carry out inspections and to
ensure that walks are maintained to a reasonable standard.

Trail Maintenance
The responsibility for the maintenance of existing walks lies with Mayo County Council, the
Leader Partnership Companies and other state agencies responsible for land which a walk
may cross e.g. Coillte, etc. Items requiring attention and maintenance will be identified in
annual inspections and referred to the appropriate agency for their immediate attention.

Actions Arising from
The Trail Maintenance Strand		

i.

Responsible Agencies

Trail Inspection			Irish Sports Council,

						

Mayo County Council,

						

Community Groups,

						Leader Partnership Companies

Trail Maintenance			

Mayo County Development Board

						

Walking Partnership Working Group,

						

Mayo County Council, Leader

						

Partnership Companies, 				

ii.

						Local Communities,
			

			

State Agencies.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Membership of the County Mayo Walking Partnership
Charlie Lambert			

Mayo Sports Partnership

Christy Loftus			

County Community Forum

Cllr. Paddy McGuinness		

Mayo County Council

Donal O’Shea			

Cliara Development

Eugene Lavin			

Mayo Sports Partnership

Gerry McGuinness		

Mayo Sports Partnership

Gerry O’Neill/Jo Ortelli		

South West Mayo Development Company

Grainne Kilcoyne/Brian Quinn	Ireland West Tourism
Jim Reidy/Helen Fahy		Teagasc
Joe Kelly				IRD Kiltimagh
John Maughan			

Civil Defence/Mayo County Council

Justin Sammon			

Meitheal Mhaigh Eó

Maureen Lally			Tóchar Valley Rural Community Network
Padraic Brennan			

Moy Valley Resources

Patrick Staunton			

Mayo VEC

Seamus Weir			

Mayo Sports Partnership

Sean O’Coisdealbha		

Údarás Na Gaeltachta

Thelma Birrane			

HSE Western Region

Sinead Gaughan			Erris Leader Co.
Seamus Heverin			

Macra na Feirme / CDB Farming representative

Jim Egan				

Mayo County Council

Declan Turnbull			

Mayo County Council
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Appendix B

Membership of the Working Group of the
County Mayo Walking Partnership

Cllr. Paddy McGuinness		

Mayo County Council - Chair

Sean O’Coisdealbha		

Údarás Na Gaeltachta

Jo Ortelli			

South West Mayo Development Company

Justin Sammon			

Meitheal Mhaigh Eó

Grainne Kilcoyne/Brian Quinn	Ireland West Tourism
Thelma Birrane			

HSE Western Region

John Maughan			

Civil Defence/Mayo County Council

Jim Reidy			Teagasc
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Charlie Lambert			

Mayo Sports Partnership

Christy Loftus			

County Community Forum

Seamus Heverin			

Macra na Feirme / CDB Farming representative

Jim Egan			

Mayo County Council

Declan Turnbull			

Mayo County Council
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Appendix C

Issues Raised in Submissions from the Public & Organisations
The following issues were raised in submissions received by the Working Group and are
regarded by both individuals and organisations as important. This summary represents the
consensus and is not a reflection of any particular individuals, or organisations views. This
strategy document has attempted to address each of the issues raised.

Issues:
Access
Balancing development and conservation of natural resources
Benefits to farmers and the community of walking
Countryside code
Cycling & cycle paths
Guidebooks
Insurance and liability
Lack of awareness of walking
Mapping
Need for both short and long walks and walks for people of different abilities
Need for full-time development workers
Need for more off-road walks
Need for quality product
Need for supporting infrastructure
Potential economic gain of walking
Safety issues
Signage
Social and health benefits of walking
Tourism
Trail maintenance
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Appendix D
List of Organisations & Individuals
Responding to the Call for Submissions
Organisations
Achill Tourism
Burrishoole Natural Walkways
Céide Fields Visitor Centre
Comhar Dún Chaocháin Teo
Davitt College Castlebar – Transition Year Students
GMIT, Outdoor Education and Heritage Studies
Keep Ireland Open, Western Branch Committee
North West Mayo Hillwalking Club
Westport Hillwalkers
Westport Tourism Organisation

Individuals
Audrey Conor, Newport
Cllr. Seamus Weir
Cllr. Jarlath Munnelly
David Herman, Dublin
Eamann Cosgrave, Belmullet
Heleen van Pesch / Joris Ellegiers, Glenhest
John Moran
Michael McTigue, Castlebar
Michael Quinn-Bailie, Castlebar
Paddy Murphy, Ballina
Peter Jordan
Tom Carolan, Castlebar
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Audit of County Mayo Walking Routes
as of September 2006

Mayo Towns
Achill Spur
Western Way
Tóchar Vally
Foxford Way
Bangor Trail
Local Walks
Mayo
Walking
Photo
courCount
tesy of yFailte
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